
Friday 10th July 2020 

LI: To write a letter 
to my new teacher.  



Task 1 

Read over your plan from 
yesterday. Add in anything 

you think you may have 
forgotten and could be 
important to include! 



Today you are going to be 
writing your letter using your 

plan to help you! 

• You must include: 
• Dear _______ ,  
• Full sentences and capital letters  
• Questions with question marks  
• Paragraphs set out in the plan 
 
 
Remember this is to your new 
teacher so you need to write 
beautifully to show them how 
brilliant you are as writers! Now is 
the time to show off your amazing 
skills!  



Important  

• If you are going to come in for 
the half hour slots next week, 
please bring your finished 
written up letter with you so 
we can pass these on. 
 

• If you are unable to come, 
please send a picture of your 
work and Mrs Cahill and 
myself will forward them on 
to Mrs Bishop or Miss 
Vassiliou. 



Example:  
Dear Miss Vassiliou, 

 
How are you? My name is Alison Isaac and I am going to be in your 
class next year and I cannot wait! I am really looking forward to Year 3 
and having you as a teacher. I really enjoy listening to music and 
dancing so I hope we can do lots of this together as a class! I also 
enjoy Literacy, especially writing Long Writes and putting lots of time 
into my writing. I find Computing a little tricky because I find it hard 
to remember how to log on to different websites like Purple Mash, but 
hopefully I will get better at this with you in Year 3.  
 
 
I am a very hard working girl and will try to do my best for you. My 
favourite subject is history because I like learning about the past and 
how people used to live. We learnt about the Great Fire of London this 
year-what will we learn about in Year 3? I also enjoy writing because I 
like to write funny stories. I know I need to work on my capital letters 
and full stops but I promise I will do this for you. 
 
 
My teacher Miss McGann lets us listen to Disney instrumental music 
when we are writing and I find this really helps me concentrate. Do you 
like to play calm music? Are you excited for Year 3? Are you going to 
make any big changes to the classroom?  
 
I am a little bit nervous about next year, because I have heard that the 
work is a bit hard. Is that true? Will you help me if I find things tricky? 
I found maths difficult this year, especially telling the time, so I 
would really like your help with this.  
I hope you have a relaxing summer and I really look forward to seeing 
you in September in Year 3. 
 
From  
 
Alison Isaac  


